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Introduction

Fluctuating asymmetry (FA), small random departures

from bilateral symmetry (Van Valen, 1962; Markow,

1995), is often seen as an indicator of `overall quality' or

`general health' (e.g. Zakharov, 1992; Mùller, 1997). The

idea behind this concept is that individuals of low quality

cannot control their development precisely, and conse-

quently more often develop different phenotypes on both

sides. But the relationship between FA and quality is not

that straightforward. Although a large number of studies

report positive relationships between aspects of ®tness

and FA (e.g. Mùller, 1992; Mùller et al., 1995, 1996;

Mùller & Zamora-Munoz, 1997), absence of such a

relationship is quite frequent (e.g. Markow & Ricker,

1992; Fowler & Whitlock, 1994; Tomkins & Simmons,

1995; Dufour & Weatherhead, 1998a; Dufour & Weath-

erhead, 1998b) or ambiguous. FA may differ between

traits depending on, for example, whether they are

involved in sexual selection (Mùller & Pomiankowski,

1995; Dufour & Weatherhead, 1996) or whether natural

selection on trait size or symmetry itself is intense

(Balmford et al., 1993; Brake®eld & Breuker, 1996;

Crespi, 1997; Brown & Bomberger Brown, 1998). Clearly

it would be desirable to compare FA, and its heritability,

of different (kind of) traits (Leamy, 1997; Markow, 1997;

Palmer & Strobeck, 1997; Pomiankowski, 1997).

How to test for differences in FA of different traits is not

straightforward. Different traits vary at different scales

and a certain difference between left and right can be

large or small depending on the trait considered. Dufour

& Weatherhead (1996), for example, compared several

traits of the red winged blackbird. They noted that the

absolute asymmetry of different traits was related to trait

size, and that the asymmetry of the epaulet coloration

was especially high, but did not employ statistical tests to

evaluate the signi®cance of the difference. Mùller &

Hoglund (1991) divided the difference between left and
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mean of the absolute value of this difference (l|R)L|). Corrections for scale
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right by the mean trait size to compare wing and tail

ornaments of different birds, but other corrections for

scale effects are possible. Clearly a comparison of the

different measures of FA that take into account scale

differences is desirable.

Palmer & Strobeck (1986) and Palmer (1994) tho-

roughly analysed how to compare FA within traits. They

reviewed different indices used for quantifying FA and

simulated populations with different levels of FA for

comparisons. There exists, however, no review of how to

analyse FA across traits. This paper ®lls in the gap by

comparing different methods to analyse FA between traits.

To do so, Monte-Carlo simulations (Crowley, 1992) are

performed. This is a powerful method to determine bias

and error rates of different statistical methods. These

analyses also check some of the results of Palmer &

Strobeck (1986) for variation in FA within traits, and

additionally provide type I error rates (how often is a

signi®cant difference indicated, when there is none),

something not done by the simulations in Palmer &

Strobeck (1986). The different methods are also evalu-

ated using an empirical data-set of 36 traits in the

Speckled Wood Butter¯y (Pararge aegeria).

Methods and results

Indices for comparing FA across traits

Fluctuating asymmetry of single traits is quanti®ed by

measuring the left and right side and calculating an FA

index. Palmer & Strobeck (1986) list 10 possible FA

indices, and recommend two of these, FA3 and FA7, if

samples have to be compared when FA is related to trait

size. FA3 is the mean of the absolute value of the

difference between left and right (�unsigned differ-

ence), divided by the population trait size mean, while

FA7 is the variance of the (signed) difference, divided by

the population trait size mean (Table 1). FA2 and FA6

are very similar to FA3 and FA7, respectively, and can

also be used to correct for differences caused by trait size.

The difference is that FA2 and FA6 correct by dividing

the FA value of each individual with its own trait size

(mean of left and right). Dividing by the mean can be

problematic if the mean is an arbitrary value, or where it

is for example 0 or a negative value, such as the position

of an element measured as a distance from a landmark.

A 5th index, FA9, is also insensitive to trait size

differences, and independent of the mean. This is

1 minus the square of the correlation coef®cient between

left and right. This index is not often used, probably

because it is not recommended by Palmer & Strobeck

(1986). Procrustes methods, which use landmark points

and the squared distance between them to quantify

shape variation, have recently been used for the analysis

of FA (Auffray et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1997; Klingen-

berg & McIntyre, 1998). These methods are related to

FA9 (Smith et al., 1997).

A statistical test is needed to compare FA of two traits.

A t-test is widely used to compare unsigned FA values

(FA2 and FA3) between two samples (e.g. Mùller, 1995;

Dufour & Weatherhead, 1998a). Often values are trans-

formed to obtain a normal distribution, prior to applying

a t-test (Swaddle et al., 1994), but Palmer (1994) states

that this is not needed. F-tests are used to compare two

variances such as FA6 and FA7. FA7 must, however, be

modi®ed slightly in order to apply an F-test. FA7 is a

variance divided by trait size mean. But the mean varies

at a different scale from the variance, which varies at a

quadratic scale. Thus the ratios of two FA7 indices do not

follow a F-distribution. It is thus better to divide the

variance of signed differences by the square of the mean

rather than the mean. This index will be referred to in

the rest of the paper as FA7a. In a Monte-Carlo

simulation (details of the procedure are given below) of

two samples with equal FA and equal means, FA7 ratios

indicated a signi®cant difference in 35.4% instead of the

expected 5%, while FA7a ratios indicated a difference in

4.8%. The same reasoning does not apply to FA6, for

which the difference between left and right is divided by

trait size (mean of left and right) before calculating a

variance, and at that stage both trait size and the signed

difference vary at the same scale.

The procedure proposed by Palmer (1994) to deter-

mine which of the two FA-indices is larger and then to

take the ratio of the larger index over the smaller is not

correct either. This procedure assumes that the F-distri-

bution is symmetrical, which it is not. The correct way is

®rst to calculate the FA-indices and their ratio and then

to apply a two-sided F-test. Thus for a test at the 5% level

the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles are looked up in a

statistical table at the appropriate degrees of freedom.

FA9 contains the square of a correlation coef®cient.

One can use correlation coef®cients to test for differences

between traits. In this paper we will use 1 ) r (termed

FA9a) instead of 1 ) r2, since this measure is also related

more straightforwardly to FA7 and FA2 (see below).

Ninety-®ve per cent con®dence intervals for correlation

coef®cients are constructed by z-transforming r, adding/

Table 1 Measures that can be used to compare levels of FA between

traits measured at different scales. Subscript R ± L denotes difference

in value measured on left and right side, TS denotes trait

size = average of values of left and right side.

Recommended by

Palmer & Strobeck (1986) Index used in this paper

No. Index No. Index Signi®cance test

FA3 ljRÿLj / lTS FA2 ljRÿLj / TS t-test

FA3 ljRÿLj / lTS t-test

FA7 r2
R)L / lTS FA6 r2

R)L / TS F-test

FA7a r2
R)L / l2

TS F-test

FA9 1 ) q2
R,L FA9a 1 ) qR,L con®dence intervals

bootstrap
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subtracting 1.96/Ö(N ) 3) and then back-transforming

(Sokal & Rohlf, 1981). Two correlation coef®cients are

signi®cantly different at the 5% level if their 95%

con®dence intervals do not overlap, although this test

is often conservative. An alternative is to bootstrap the

difference between two correlation coef®cients (Efron &

Tibshirani, 1993). A bootstrap proceeds as follows: draw

at random one individual for each trait, place them back

in the data-set, repeat the two preceding steps until the

size of the original data-set is reached, calculate the

estimate for the new data-set, repeat the whole proce-

dure a large number of times (e.g. 1000´), rank the

bootstrap estimates, and the 95% con®dence intervals

are given by the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles (e.g. the 25th

and 976th estimate for 1000 runs).

Relationships between the indices

Mathematical relationships between the indices are

straightforward under certain assumptions. These

assumptions are that (i) the signed difference between

left and right is normally distributed (ii) with a mean of 0,

and (iii) both left and right are normally distributed with

equal variances. The relationship between the mean of

the unsigned difference (ljRÿLj �FA1) and the standard

deviation of the signed difference between left and right

(rRÿL�FA4�) is given by Palmer (1994) and Houle

(1997):

ljRÿLj � rRÿL

p�2=p� �1�
where R and L denote right and left. Rewriting gives

r2
RÿL � l2

jRÿLj�p=2�: �2�
FA7a is thus the square of FA3 multiplied by a constant.

The relationship between FA9 and FA7 is also

straightforward. The variance of the difference of two

variables is the sum of their variances minus twice their

covariance. This gives the following formula for FA3:

r2
RÿL � r2

L � r2
R ÿ 2COVR;L: �3�

Rewriting and keeping in mind that r2
L� r2

R� r2
TS (the

subscript TS denoting trait size) gives

COVR;L � r2
TS ÿ �r2

RÿL=2�: �4�
The correlation coef®cient between left and right is

COVR,L divided by the product of rL and rR. This product

is equal to the variance of the trait size (r2
TS). Division by

r2
TS thus gives the correlation coef®cient on the left and

thus

1ÿ qRÿL � �r2
RÿL=2r2

TS�: �5�
FA9a is thus simply FA4 standardized by (twice the) the

variance of trait size, whereas FA7a is FA4 standardized

by the square of the mean of trait size. Because trait size

variance is related to trait size range, FA9a is also related

to trait size range. Because of this Palmer & Strobeck

(1986) recommend not using FA9.

Monte Carlo simulations:
which index is the best?

Methods

Monte-Carlo simulations were performed to determine

the statistical power of the different methods to compare

FA among traits. Samples were generated using the

following formula:

TSis � lTS � tsi � FAs

where TSis is the phenotype of the ith individual at side

s (� left or right), lTS � the mean trait size, tsi is the

deviation of the trait size of individual i from the

population mean caused by genetic and environmental

in¯uences common to both sides, drawn from a normal

distribution with mean 0 and variance r2
ts, and FAS is the

deviation of side s caused by ¯uctuating asymmetry,

drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and

variance 0.5r2
R)L (the variance of R ) L is twice the

variance due to the FA contribution of the individual

sides). Simulations were run with values for l|R)L| and

r2
R)L comparable to those reported in the literature (e.g.

Houle, 1992; Palmer & Strobeck, 1997; Pomiankowski,

1997). To obtain these, use was made of the relationships

derived in the previous section. The value of r2
R)L is

related to the mean unsigned asymmetry (l|R)L|) by eqn 2

and the total variance of the trait size (r2
TS) is the sum of

r2
ts and r2

R)L. Thus, for example, for a trait with

l|R)L|� 0.1 and r2
TS� 1, 0.5r2

R)L was 0.007854 and r2
ts

0.992146. The simulations here are basically similar to

those in Palmer & Strobeck (1986) except that tsi is here

drawn from a normal distribution whereas Palmer &

Strobeck (1986) used a uniform distribution. The impor-

tant assumptions here are that no measurement error is

involved (or that it has been removed by, for example,

repeated measurements), no directional or antisymmetry

exists, within traits FA is not dependent on trait size, and

that FA is normally distributed (see Van Dongen (1998)

for a discussion of non-normal distributions in FA).

SimulationswererunwithdifferentcombinationsoflTS,

r2
ts and r2

R)L. For each combination 500 samples of pairs of

traits, each with two sides, were simulated. Each sample

consisted of 50 individuals. For each sample the indices

were calculated and whether they differed signi®cantly at

the 5% level between the two traits. This means that for

each run of 500 samples 25 (� 5%) were expected to differ

signi®cantly, a lower percentage indicating a conservative

test. Values for lTS were 1, 2, 5 or 10; values for lFA were

0.01, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.10, thus ranging from 0.1% to 10%,

and values for rTS were 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1, the coef®cient of

variation (CV) thus ranging from 1% to 100%.

Can the tests handle scale differences correctly?

To determine whether the three methods work properly

when scale differences are involved, traits were
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compared that all had a lFA which was 1% of lTS and

10% of rTS. The ®rst trait had always a lTS of 1 and a rTS

of 0.1; for the second trait these parameters were 1, 2, 5

or 10 times as large.

All indices perform well (Table 2). The average value is

always close to the expected value, and thus the bias

(difference between expected and observed mean) is

small. For all indices, except FA9a, about or slightly

more than the expected 5% of the runs indicate a

signi®cant difference. Box-Cox transformations hardly

made a difference for FA3 (Table 2) and FA2 (not

shown), so in subsequent tests we do not show error

rates for Box-Cox transformed values. Differences are

found in less than 1% of the runs for FA9a, both when

using con®dence intervals or bootstrapping, and these

tests are thus conservative.

How often are differences indicated
when they are not real?

To determine how often the indices indicate differences

when they are not real (type I error), simulations were

run with two traits that were equal for lTS, l|R)L| and

r2
R)L. Simulations were run with lTS � 1, lFA � 0.01

and rR)L� 0.2. To determine whether variation in one of

the parameters in¯uenced the error rate, more simula-

tions were run with one parameter varying indepen-

dently from the others.

Differences are found in less than 1% of the runs for

FA9a using either con®dence intervals or bootstrapping

(Table 3). Differences are found for slightly more than the

expected 5% in most cases for FA2 and FA7a. When the

variance in trait size is high both FA2 and FA7a perform

Table 2 Performance of indices (see Table 1) comparing traits with ¯uctuating asymmetry varying relative to trait size mean and variance.

Parameter values for trait 1 were always the same; for trait 2 they were 1, 2, 5 or 10 times as large as for trait 1, so that the relative asymmetry

remained the same. Mean is the average of 500 simulation runs; bias is given by the difference between expected and observed means. Error

rate indicates the percentage of tests that indicate a signi®cant difference out of 500 runs. FA1 and FA4 are tests uncorrected for differences in

trait size means.

FA2/3 FA6/7a FA9a

Parameters Mean Error rate t-test Mean Error rate F-test Mean Error rate

lTS rTS lIR)LI FA3 FA3 FA2 FA1 FA7a FA6 FA4 CI Bootstrap

untrans box-cox

expected 0.01000 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 0.01253 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% 0.00785 5.0% 5.0%

100.0% 100.0%

trait 1 1 0.1 0.01 0.00998 0.01249 0.00804

trait 2 1 0.1 0.01 0.01007 5.6% 5.6% 5.2% 5.2% 0.01255 4.6% 5.8% 4.6% 0.00818 0.4% 0.0%

2 0.2 0.02 0.01001 5.8% 6.8% 6.6% 99.0% 0.01247 4.6% 5.0% 99.4% 0.00800 0.6% 0.0%

5 0.5 0.05 0.01001 5.4% 4.2% 5.0% 100.0% 0.01251 4.6% 4.8% 100.0% 0.00799 0.2% 0.0%

10 1.0 0.10 0.00998 6.6% 6.2% 5.2% 100.0% 0.01244 4.8% 7.0% 100.0% 0.00799 0.4% 0.0%

Table 3 Type I error. Comparison of two traits that have equal trait size means and variances, and equal levels of ¯uctuating asymmetry.

Error rate gives the percentage of simulations that indicate a signi®cant difference between the two traits.

FA2/3 FA6/7a FA9a

Parameters t-test error rate F-test error rate Error rate

lTS lIR)LI rTS Trait 1 Trait 2 FA3 FA2 Trait 1 Trait 2 FA7a FA6 Trait 1 Trait 2 CI Bootstrap

1 0.01 0.2 0.0100 0.0101 7.2% 5.6% 0.01249 0.01256 7.8% 9.4% 0.00199 0.00208 0.8% 0.0%

1 0.02 0.2 0.0200 0.0198 8.2% 6.8% 0.02494 0.02466 7.8% 13.8% 0.00901 0.00776 0.6% 0.0%

1 0.05 0.2 0.0501 0.0495 4.6% 4.4% 0.06252 0.06193 5.0% 7.2% 0.04979 0.04973 0.6% 0.0%

1 0.10 0.2 0.0997 0.0996 5.8% 5.0% 0.12427 0.12412 6.6% 8.4% 0.20207 0.20135 1.0% 0.0%

1 0.01 0.1 0.0100 0.0101 5.6% 5.2% 0.01249 0.01255 4.8% 5.8% 0.00804 0.00818 0.4% 0.0%

1 0.01 0.5 0.0100 0.0101 12.0% 1.6% 0.01257 0.01259 11.4% 77.0% 0.00033 0.00032 0.8% 0.0%

1 0.01 1.0 0.0104 0.0103 25.4% 2.2% 0.01295 0.01285 27.2% 78.8% 0.00008 0.00008 0.8% 0.0%

1 0.10 1.0 0.1024 0.1017 24.4% 2.2% 0.12754 0.12669 26.0% 80.6% 0.00899 0.00897 0.6% 0.0%

10 0.10 1.0 0.0100 0.0099 6.8% 6.4% 0.01244 0.01243 7.8% 7.6% 0.00899 0.00897 0.6% 0.0%

2 0.01 0.2 0.0049 0.0050 6.0% 5.6% 0.00625 0.00628 6.4% 6.2% 0.00199 0.00208 0.8% 0.0%

5 0.01 0.2 0.0020 0.0020 5.4% 5.8% 0.00250 0.00251 5.4% 5.0% 0.00199 0.00208 0.8% 0.0%

10 0.01 0.2 0.0010 0.0010 5.2% 5.6% 0.00125 0.00125 4.8% 4.6% 0.00199 0.00208 0.8% 0.0%
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worse: up to more than 25% of the time differences are

indicated. Checking individual results indicates that this

happens when the estimated population mean trait size

differs considerably (while in fact they are equal). When

the CV is low, high error rates disappear (compare rows 8

and 9 in Table 3). In most traits measured for FA these high

CVs will not occur because this means that negative values

(if CV� 100%) or values close to 0 (if CV� 50%) can

occur. Because of trait sizes close to 0, correcting on an

individual basis, as done by FA2 and FA6, does not

improve the error rates. Values close to zero give extremely

large positive or negative values. Consequently, the

variance in samples containing such values increases,

and this results in conservatism for t-tests (used for FA2)

and liberalism for F-tests (used for FA6).

How often are differences not indicated
when they do exist?

To test whether the three indices differ in their ability to

distinguish between different levels of FA, two traits with

equal mean and variances for trait size but with different

levels of ¯uctuating asymmetry were compared. All six

combinations of l|R)L|� 0.01, 0.02, 0.05 and 0.1 were

tested. These simulations were run at four levels of rR)L

(0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and 1.0), to see if the type II error rate

depended on the CV, as was the case for type I error rates

for FA2/3 and FA6/7a.

Generally, type II error rates are low for FA3, FA7a

and FA9a when bootstrapping is used (Table 4). Highest

type II error rates for FA3 and FA7a (up to 6.2%) are

found when CV is high (>50%). Type II error rates for

FA9a with bootstrapping are highest when the difference

between l|R)L| is equal or less than two-fold, but they are

always lower than 5%. When FA9a with con®dence

intervals is used, error rates increase to well above 20%.

FA6 and especially FA2 have high type II error rates

when trait size variance is relatively large. This is caused

by the presence of trait sizes close to 0.

Is FA related to trait size mean
or variance?

The decision of which index to apply must also depend

on whether one wants to standardize by the trait size

variance (FA9a) or mean (all other indices). In our

opinion there is no principal reason why one should be

preferred over the other. Trait size variance tends to

increase with trait size mean, and FA is thus related to

both. It is not known whether FA tends to vary more

Table 4 Type II error. Comparison of two traits with different levels of ¯uctuating asymmetry, but equal mean and variances for trait size.

Error rate: percentage of runs that indicated no difference. Mean trait size was always 1 for both traits.

Parameters FA2/3 FA6/7a FA9a

lTS rTS t-test error rate F-test error rate Error rate

Trait 1 Trait 2 Trait 1 Trait 2 FA3 FA2 Trait 1 Trait 2 FA7a FA6 Trait 1 Trait 2 CI Bootstrap

0.01 0.02 0.1 0.0100 0.0201 0.8% 1.2% 0.01249 0.02495 0.2% 0.8% 0.00904 0.03192 27.6% 3.6%

0.01 0.02 0.2 0.0100 0.0200 1.4% 1.8% 0.01249 0.02494 0.8% 0.8% 0.00199 0.00800 25.6% 4.8%

0.01 0.02 0.5 0.0101 0.0202 1.2% 75.2% 0.01257 0.02520 0.8% 17.2% 0.00033 0.00129 27.0% 3.6%

0.01 0.02 1.0 0.0104 0.0203 6.2% 96.2% 0.01295 0.02531 6.2% 14.2% 0.00008 0.00032 28.8% 3.6%

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.0100 0.0502 0.0% 0.0% 0.01249 0.06266 0.0% 0.0% 0.00904 0.20209 0.0% 0.0%

0.01 0.05 0.2 0.0100 0.0501 0.0% 0.0% 0.01249 0.06252 0.0% 0.0% 0.00199 0.04979 0.0% 0.0%

0.01 0.05 0.5 0.0101 0.0502 0.0% 47.4% 0.01257 0.06274 0.0% 6.0% 0.00033 0.00798 0.0% 0.0%

0.01 0.05 1.0 0.0104 0.0513 0.0% 91.0% 0.01295 0.06405 0.0% 6.8% 0.00008 0.00200 0.0% 0.0%

0.01 0.10 0.1 0.0100 0.0997 0.0% 0.0% 0.01249 0.12431 0.0% 0.0% 0.00904 0.77763 0.0% 0.0%

0.01 0.10 0.2 0.0100 0.0996 0.0% 0.0% 0.01249 0.12427 0.0% 0.0% 0.00199 0.20107 0.0% 0.0%

0.01 0.10 0.5 0.0101 0.1004 0.0% 39.2% 0.01257 0.12509 0.0% 2.8% 0.00033 0.03179 0.0% 0.0%

0.01 0.10 1.0 0.0104 0.1024 0.0% 85.2% 0.01295 0.12754 0.0% 3.8% 0.00008 0.00799 0.0% 0.0%

0.02 0.05 0.1 0.0201 0.0502 0.2% 0.2% 0.02495 0.06266 0.0% 0.0% 0.03192 0.20209 4.2% 0.0%

0.02 0.05 0.2 0.0200 0.0501 0.4% 0.4% 0.02494 0.06252 0.0% 0.0% 0.00800 0.04979 4.2% 0.0%

0.02 0.05 0.5 0.0202 0.0502 0.2% 64.2% 0.02520 0.06274 0.0% 11.2% 0.00130 0.00799 4.8% 0.8%

0.02 0.05 1.0 0.0203 0.0513 0.8% 94.2% 0.02531 0.06405 0.4% 14.6% 0.00032 0.00200 6.0% 0.6%

0.02 0.10 0.1 0.0200 0.0997 0.0% 0.0% 0.02495 0.12431 0.0% 0.0% 0.03192 0.77794 0.0% 0.0%

0.02 0.10 0.2 0.0200 0.0997 0.0% 0.0% 0.02494 0.12427 0.0% 0.0% 0.00800 0.20107 0.0% 0.0%

0.02 0.10 0.5 0.0202 0.1004 0.0% 46.2% 0.02520 0.12509 0.0% 7.2% 0.00130 0.03179 0.0% 0.0%

0.02 0.10 1.0 0.0203 0.1024 0.0% 90.4% 0.02531 0.12754 0.0% 6.2% 0.00032 0.00799 0.0% 0.0%

0.05 0.10 0.1 0.0502 0.0997 0.6% 1.2% 0.06266 0.12431 0.2% 0.4% 0.20209 0.77763 6.2% 0.4%

0.05 0.10 0.2 0.0501 0.0996 1.4% 1.4% 0.06252 0.12427 0.4% 0.2% 0.04979 0.20107 20.4% 3.2%

0.05 0.10 0.5 0.0502 0.1004 1.8% 74.4% 0.06274 0.12509 0.8% 13.0% 0.00709 0.03179 28.4% 4.0%

0.05 0.10 1.0 0.0513 0.1024 6.2% 94.4% 0.06405 0.12754 5.2% 15.0% 0.00200 0.00799 26.2% 4.0%
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with trait size mean or variance. To begin to answer this

we have compared 36 traits in a laboratory population of

the Speckled Wood Butter¯y Pararge aegeria.

Traits were measured on 184 individuals, offspring of

16 wild caught females. Traits consisted of two pupal

traits, 32 measurements on wing pattern elements, and

length and width of hind wing. Traits were measured

with an image analyser (Windig, 1991). A detailed

description of measurement procedures and measure-

ment error can be found in the Appendix. For all traits

FA was considerably larger than measurement error.

Directional asymmetry was involved for two traits (areas

of yellow spots) on the hind wing.

Relationships between mean trait size, variance of trait

size and r2
R)L are presented in Fig. 1. As expected, there is

a narrow relationship between mean and variance of trait

size (r� 0.8577; Fig. 1A), but with some variation. Wing

size measurements and especially measurement of spot

colour have relatively lower trait size variance, while

small spots have relatively higher variance. r2
R)L follows a

remarkably similar pattern (Fig. 1B). When compared

with the trait size mean it is relatively small for wing size

and spot colour measurements and large for small spots.

Consequently, it is slightly better correlated to the

variance of trait size (r� 0.9645; Fig. 1C) than to the

mean of trait size (r� 0.9367), though the difference

between the correlations is not signi®cant (bootstrap of

difference between correlations: P� 0.196). The correla-

tion between log FA3 and FA9a is 0.5075 (Fig. 1D).

Discussion

FA9a with bootstrapping always has low error rates. FA3

and FA7a are next best; they tend to indicate too often

Fig. 1 Relationships between variance and mean of trait size in 36 traits of the Speckled wood butter¯y (Pararge aegeria). s = areas of

wing spots, d = colour of wings spots, h = size of wing, j = darkness of wings, e = pupal traits. (a) Variance and mean of trait sizes. Line

indicates coef®cient of variation = 10%. (b) Variance of the difference between left and right (FA4) and mean trait size. Line connects points

where the mean absolute difference between left and right = 2%. (c) FA4 and trait size variance. (d) FA9a (=FA standardized by trait size

variance) and FA3 (FA standardized by trait size mean).
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signi®cant differences if trait size values close to or below

0 occur. The other three tests perform less well. All

indices behave well in that they correct as expected for

trait size differences. FA9a does this by standardizing to

trait size variance, a fundamentally different way from

the other indices, which standardize by trait size mean.

Palmer & Strobeck (1986) recommend not using FA9.

The main reason for this recommendation is that the

index depends on trait size range. As we can see here the

reason for this is that FA9 standardizes r2
R)L by trait size

variance, which is related to trait size range, even more

so in the uniform distributions used by Palmer &

Strobeck (1986). They tested the discriminatory ability

by comparing the results of ®ve different levels of FA

with an ANOVAANOVA. For FA9 this leads to a low value

because the absolute difference between two estimated

values can be very small (see, e.g. rows 3 and 4 in

Table 4), while in fact they are signi®cantly different.

Measurement error is of particular importance in

studies of FA (Palmer, 1994). FA9a can be corrected

for measurement error in a similar way as Palmer (1994)

explain for the calculation of FA10. In a repeated

measures ANOVAANOVA with side, individual and their interac-

tion as factors, the error mean square is an estimate of the

variance caused by measurement error (VME). The

correlation between left and right is the ratio of

the covariance of left and right and the product of the

standard deviations of left and right (which is equal to

the variance of trait size). The covariance is not affected

by measurement error, but the trait size variance is

increased. To correct for measurement error one has to

subtract 2 ´ VME from the nominator of the correlation

coef®cient (two times because measurement error is

added to both the left and the right sides).

FA9a can thus be corrected for measurement error. It

also has the advantage over other indices that it can be

readily used for traits with an arbitrary mean, or a mean

less than or equal to 0. FA9a is also easily computed and

it thus seems a very useful index for comparing FA

among traits. At the genetic level usually a heritability of

the unsigned difference (such as FA2) is calculated (e.g.

Windig, 1998; Woods et al., 1998), but here the same

recommendation can be made. It seems a sensible

strategy to report an estimate similar to FA9a, the

genetic correlation between the left and right sides, as

suggested by Roff (1997).

FA9a seems to be the best index to compare FA across

traits. If the closer relationship between FA and the

variance of trait size compared to trait size mean that was

found for the Pararge aegeria data is a general phenom-

enon it is indeed to be preferred above the other traits.

Standardizing by trait size variance does, however,

obscure a possible relationship between trait size vari-

ance and FA, a relationship predicted by the hypothesis

that more variable traits have higher developmental

instability (Livshits et al., 1998). The other indices that

standardize by trait size obscure, however, a possible

relationship of FA with trait size. FA3 and FA7a can be

applied if values close to or below 0 do not occur. FA3

has the advantage that FA as a percentage of the mean is

intuitively easy to understand. FA7a can easily be

corrected for measurement error, but the same is possible

for FA9a. Since most studies up to now have published

only FA2/3 it seems wise to report both FA9a and FA3

in future studies that compare FA between traits.
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Appendix

Measurement of traits

Traits were measured with an image analyser. The image

analyser consisted of a video camera (JVC TK 5109),

connected to a Pentium PC. Qwin software from Leica

was used to grab 24-bit colour images (578 ´ 764 pixels),

and measuring traits. Thirty-four traits were analysed

(see Fig. A1) with the help of a software program written

by one of us (J.J.W.). For the yellow spots both the area

and colour (or hue) were analysed. Colour was measured

on a scale from red (� 0) to yellow, green, blue and again

red (� 255). The yellow spots varied in colour from dark

Fig. A1 Traits measured for comparing relative size of FA.
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orange to bright red, approximately from 25 to 50 on the

scale mentioned above. Intensity of brown coloration

was measured on a grey scale varying from black (� 0) to

white (� 255). Results of measurements were directly

send to a spreadsheet and could not be seen at the time of

measurement. Two pupal traits were measured prior to

the emergence of butter¯ies, at a 50´ magni®cation with

a microscope ®tted with a micrometer.

Forty-three of the 169 individuals measured were

measured a second time. Second measurements were

performed on newly grabbed images to include all the

sources of measurement error. To analyse whether

asymmetry was signi®cantly larger than measurement

error and whether directional asymmetry was present,

an ANOVAANOVA of repeated measures was performed,

with individual, side and their interaction as factors.

Signi®cance of the interaction term indicates that the

asymmetry is larger than the measurement error, signi-

®cant of the side term that there is directional asymmetry

present.

Table A1 Results of repeated measures ANOVAANOVA. F indicates traits on the forewing, H on the hind wing. Degrees of freedom were 3 for

individual, 99 for side and 1 for the interaction term. The MS for side was divided by the MS interaction to obtain the F-value for side.

Individual Side Individual*Side

Trait F P F P F P

Pupal traits

Leg segment 129.40 ? ? ? ? 2.15 0.148 4.23 ? ? ? ?

Pupal spot 22.17 ? ? ? ? 0.12 0.733 25.84 ? ? ? ?

Adult traits

White spot F 307.10 ? ? ? ? 0.27 0.609 26.62 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 1 F Area 252.97 ? ? ? ? 0.10 0.010 5.59 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 2 F Area 866.98 ? ? ? ? 1.22 0.277 10.73 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 3 F Area 545.50 ? ? ? ? 10.67 0.003 13.25 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 4 F Area 634.19 ? ? ? ? 0.34 0.570 9.90 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 5 F Area 1923.2 ? ? ? ? 0.49 0.493 12.91 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 6 F Area 385.21 ? ? ? ? 0.08 0.772 3.84 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 7 F Area 3293.7 ? ? ? ? 1.02 0.319 6.81 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 1 F Hue 190.76 ? ? ? ? 7.29 0.011 9.08 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 2 F Hue 469.62 ? ? ? ? 1.91 0.176 20.70 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 3 F Hue 314.21 ? ? ? ? 1.62 0.211 5.88 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 4 F Hue 503.12 ? ? ? ? 3.87 0.057 9.90 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 5 F Hue 342.62 ? ? ? ? 2.02 0.164 12.91 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 6 F Hue 395.00 ? ? ? ? 2.90 0.098 3.84 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 7 F Hue 163.42 ? ? ? ? 6.46 0.016 6.81 ? ? ? ?

Brown Intensity F 6.14 ? ? ? ? 0.02 0.876 1.75 0.024*

Wing length H 43.34 ? ? ? ? 0.00 0.927 4.52 ? ? ? ?

Wing width H 22.01 ? ? ? ? 0.05 0.825 5.90 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 1 H Area 956.77 ? ? ? ? 8.54 0.006 16.49 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 2 H Area 511.71 ? ? ? ? 3.93 0.055 8.27 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 3 H Area 780.31 ? ? ? ? 27.61 0.0001** 7.97 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 4 H Area 266.56 ? ? ? ? 12.57 0.001* 7.28 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 1 H Hue 541.36 ? ? ? ? 0.73 0.406 15.74 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 2 H Hue 793.35 ? ? ? ? 3.40 0.074 25.61 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 3 H Hue 720.18 ? ? ? ? 0.13 0.718 15.48 ? ? ? ?

Yellow spot 4 H Hue 337.05 ? ? ? ? 9.58 0.004 11.39 ? ? ? ?

Black spot 1 H Area 3201.02 ? ? ? ? 0.61 0.446 740.31 ? ? ? ?

Black spot 2 H Area 2065.33 ? ? ? ? 0.96 0.344 90.22 ? ? ? ?

Black spot 3 H Area 1158.07 ? ? ? ? 7.77 0.009 40.88 ? ? ? ?

Black spot 4 H Area 1564.00 ? ? ? ? 2.45 0.126 68.69 ? ? ? ?

White spot 2 H Area 416.14 ? ? ? ? 0.86 0.369 19.78 ? ? ? ?

White spot 3 H Area 250.80 ? ? ? ? 0.75 0.623 26.75 ? ? ? ?

White spot 4 H Area 401.64 ? ? ? ? 1.54 0.223 63.82 ? ? ? ?

Brown Intensity H 97.45 ? ? ? ? 3.90 0.056 2.22 0.002**

*P < 0.05 (after Bonferonni correction), **P < 0.01, ? ? ? ? P < 0.0001. For all the traits the asymmetry was signi®cantly larger than

measurement error. Directional asymmetry was detected after the sequential Bonferroni correction for multiple tests for two traits.
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